Opening the Twelve-Month Review Period

PRA Page 1 Section 1: Employee Demographics

Complete Employee Demographics. Click Management or Non-Management to indicate the type of position; do not click on Probationary since this evaluation is for periods beyond the initial twelve-months of hire. Consult Human Resources if there are questions about the demographics section.

Reason for Assessment:
Click on either Performance Evaluation (when opening a new review period) or Personnel Action (when closing a review period early due to a personnel action such as a transfer, reallocation, termination, etc.).

Signatures are completed after the Tasks/Duties for each Performance Factor are populated. These Factors begin on page 2 of the PRA and are listed below.

When opening the review period, only the field immediately below the definition of each Performance Factor is populated. This field is labeled “Tasks/Duties to be Rated” for Performance Factors 1, 3, and 4. The field is labeled “Systems/Programs/Equipment/Instruments to be Rated” for Performance Factor 2. The Rating, Supervisor Comments, and Employee Comments fields remain blank until the review period is closed.

PRA Page 2: Performance Factor #1 – Job Knowledge/Technical Ability

Complete the Tasks/Duties to be Rated: List these in order of importance, with the most important duty listed first. This field does not expand. Attach additional paper, if needed.

For multiple employees performing the same function, the descriptions for each performance factor should be identical.
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PRA Page 3: Performance Factor #2 – Use of Required Systems/Programs/Equipment or Tools

List Systems/Programs/Equipment/Instruments to be Rated: List whatever is used to perform the duties from Performance Factor 1.

PRA Page 4: Performance Factor #3 – Problem Solving/Decision Making

Complete Tasks/Duties to be Rated: List general areas where problem-solving and decision-making are anticipated.

Include the expectation that the employee should find a solution to unexpected problems that arise by accessing the resources available.

If the employee supervises people or has responsibility of a program, include Performance Factor #4 – Project/People Management and Delegation. If not, leave PRA Page 5 blank.

PRA Page 5: Performance Factor #4 – Project/People Management and Delegation

Complete Tasks/Duties to be Rated: List general areas where management and delegation are required of the position.

List responsibilities the position is accountable to complete or oversee others completing.

Do they delegate when they should?
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Back to PRA Page 1 Section 1: Signatures at the opening of a Review Period

Once the tasks/duties and systems/tools are populated for each Performance Factor, the supervisor submits the PRA to his/her supervisor for approval and signature as the First Level Reviewer. Signatures can be signed electronically, or the form can be printed and signed manually.

With the First Level Reviewer signature complete, the supervisor signs the PRA Page 1 Section 1.

The supervisor then meets with the employee to discuss performance expectations for all relevant Performance Factors. Once the employee signs the PRA Page 1 Section 1, the Review Period is officially open.

Mid-Point of the Twelve-Month Review Period

PRA Page 1 Section 2: Mid-Point Review Acknowledgement

At the mid-point of the review period, the supervisor makes comments about the progress the employee has made so far. There is no rating at the mid-point, just comments from the supervisor. Supporting documentation should be kept in the Supplemental Employee Performance Folder (SEPF). Consult Human Resources if you have questions concerning performance during this period or if you have questions about the SEPF.

The supervisor and employee sign the Midpoint Review Acknowledgement. Signatures can be signed electronically, or the form can be printed and signed manually.

The Mid-Point Review is mandatory and should be held between the fifth and seventh month of the evaluation period. Check with Human Resources to find out if a copy of the PRA should be sent to Human Resources after signing the Midpoint Review Acknowledgement.
Closing the Twelve-Month Review Period

PRA Pages 2 – 5: Performance Factors

At the end of the twelve-month period, the supervisor provides comments in the Supervisor Comments field of each Performance Factor relevant to the evaluation period. If the person does not manage people or processes, Performance Factor #4 is left blank. Comments should be supported by referencing work performed during the period, which serves as supporting documentation in the Supplemental Employee Performance Folder (SEPF).

The employee can make comments in the Employee Comment field after the supervisor discusses the Final Rating.

Next, choose the appropriate rating from the drop-down menu.

Available ratings:  
1.0  
1.5  
2.0  
2.5  
3.0

If Performance Factor #4, People/Project Management and Delegation is not used for this person, leave the score at 0. Zero will not be averaged in the Final Assessment Rating, as stated on Page 5 of the PRA (shown below).
PRA Page 1 Section 3: Final Assessment Rating

After selecting the Performance Factor rating for each relevant Factor on pages 2 – 5, the Final Assessment Rating is automatically averaged on PRA Page 1.

The supervisor submits the completed PRA to the First Level Reviewer for approval and signature on PRA Page 1 Section 3. The supervisor also signs here. Signatures can be signed electronically, or the form can be printed and signed manually.

With the appropriate signatures complete, the supervisor and employee discuss the performance ratings for the evaluation period. The employee can enter comments for any Performance Factor, if desired. Comments can be entered electronically or handwritten in the Employee Comments field of each Performance Factor. The supervisor should save a copy of the completed PRA before emailing to the employee for comments if comments will be made electronically.

The supervisor submits the Final PRA with rating and signatures to the designated Human Resources representative, along with the newly opened PRA for the next evaluation period.

A score below 2.0 Successful is “inefficiency or other good cause”, warranting possible corrective or disciplinary action. See Section 6.4(C) of the State Employee Handbook, effective 1/1/2020. Consult with Human Resources before meeting with the employee if the Final Rating is below 2.0 Successful.